Shrinking time to market, coupled
with short product lifetimes, has created
a need to drastically shorten the design
time for microprocessors. Verification
and design analysis are major components of this cycle time. Thus, any effort
that improves verification effectiveness
and design quality is crucial for meeting
customer deadlines and requirements.
Design validation techniques fall into
two broad categories: simulation-based
approaches and formal techniques.
Because of the complexity of
modern designs, validation using only traditional scalar
simulation
cannot
b e

Traditional processor
validation flow
Figure 1 shows a traditional architecture validation flow. The architect prepares an informal specification of the
microprocessor in a written document.
Logic designers implement the modules at the register-transfer level (RTL).
The verification team validates the
design implementation using a combination of simulation techniques and
formal methods.
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tion methodology. Validation engineers
specify the processor’s structure and
behavior using an architecture description language (ADL) such as EXPRESSION ADL. The ADL description then
needs to be validated to ensure that it
specifies a well-formed architecture. To
verify that the RTL design implementation satisfies certain properties (e.g.,
correct register read/write), the topdown validation framework generates
behaviors for the intended properties. A
symbolic simulator such as Versys2 can
be used to perform property checking.
The framework also generates the
processor’s complete description
to enable equivalence
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exhaustive.
Formal techniques
exhaustively analyze parts of the design
but, because of the state space explosion, are not suitable for the complete
design. (Formal techniques traverse the
finite state machine (FSM) of a design
during verification and perform necessary analysis and computations using
algorithms. Each iteration of an algorithm creates new states (typically an
exponential increase). As a result—even
before completion, the number of states
soon becomes intractable for the complete design (containing millions of
gates). This phenomenon is known as
state space explosion.)
Equivalence checking is a formal
technique that is popular in industry
today. Typically, this technique involves
comparing the implementation to a set
of Boolean equations or comparing an
optimized circuit to the original circuit.
Symbolic simulation is an efficient technique that bridges the gap between traditional simulation and full-fledged formal verification. This article presents a
top-down methodology for validating
microprocessors using a combination of
symbolic simulation and equivalence
checking.
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Simulation, the most popular
form of microprocessor validation,
involves running millions of cycles
using random or pseudo-random tests.
The validation team applies model
checking to a high-level description of
the design abstracted from the RTL
implementation.
Formal verification uses a formal language to describe the system. The specification for the formal verification
comes from the architecture description;
the implementation can come from
either the architecture specification or
the abstracted design. The validated
RTL design serves as a golden reference
model for future design modifications.
After applying design transformations,
including synthesis, to the RTL design,
the validation team uses equivalence
checking to validate the modified
design against the RTL design.
Existing validation techniques use
reverse engineering to derive processor
functionality from its RTL implementation. This article presents a top-down
validation methodology that complements existing bottom-up verification
techniques.

Top!down validation
Figure 2 shows a top-down valida-

checking using
tools
such
as
F o r m a l i t y
<http://www.synopsys.com>.
When a failure
occurs, validation
engineers use the feedback (the error
generated by the tool) to modify the
RTL design. If there is an ambiguity in
the original description that led to the
mismatch, the architecture specification
must be updated. This methodology has
three important steps:
1. capturing the architecture using an
ADL specification;
2. generating the reference model
from the architecture specification; and
3. performing design validation
using a combination of symbolic simulation and equivalence checking

ADL specification
ADL-driven frameworks are traditionally used to enable rapid design
space exploration of programmable
embedded systems. The framework
captures the processor, coprocessor,
and memory architectures. From the
ADL specification, it then generates a
software toolkit including a compiler
and a simulator. The application programs are compiled and simulated. The
feedback (information about performance and code size) is used for modifying the ADL specification of the architecture.
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Validation Techniques
sub-functions. The framework generates
a reference model from the ADL specification of the architecture by composing
the functions and sub-functions.
Model Checking
The framework generates a complete
description of the architecture as well
as specific properties. The complete
Implementation
Abstracted Design
description is used to check for equivalence with the given implementation.
However, having the specific properties
would enable property checking. For
example, for an n-input adder, the
framework generates the following
property:
Simulation
output = ∑ni =1 inputi
n
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Fig. 1 Traditional bottom-up
validation flow

captures two types of connections in
the netlist: pipeline and data transfer
edges. Pipeline edges specify instruction transfer between units through
pipeline latches; data transfer edges
specify data transfer between components, typically between units and storage locations or between two storage
locations.
For example, in Fig. 3, the oval
(unit) and rectangular (storage) boxes
represent components. The solid
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Checking

the type and size of the data it contains.
The instruction format describes the
operation fields in binary and assembly
codes. For example, the description of
an ADD operation is shown in Box A.

Reference model generation
This framework uses functional
abstraction to generate the reference
model [VHSIC Hardware Description
Language (VHDL) description] from the
ADL specification. The notion of func-

The adder design should satisfy this
property regardless of the adder implementation— whether it is ripple-carry
or carry look-ahead, for example.
The major advantage of property
checking is that it reduces the verification complexity. However, this raises an
important question: how to choose the
set of properties? There are two ways.
One way is for designers to decide
which properties are important to verify
based on their design knowledge and
experience. Designers can then choose
the properties to uncover those otherwise difficult-to-find bugs. Alternatively,
designers can choose a set of behaviors
and evaluate their effectiveness. For
example, verifying a memory controller
in a microprocessor requires generation
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of properties to validate each of the
controller’s outputs. To measure these
properties’ effectiveness, designers can
use certain coverage measures during
property checking.
The top-down methodology uses
two validation techniques: property
checking using symbolic simulation and
equivalence checking.

Property checking
Property checking can be performed
using symbolic simulation, which combines traditional simulation with formal
symbolic manipulation. Each symbolic
value represents a signal value for different operating conditions, parameterized in terms of a set of symbolic
Boolean variables. With this encoding,
a single symbolic simulation run can
cover many conditions that would
require multiple runs on a traditional
simulator.
Figure 4a shows a simple n-input
AND gate. Exhaustive simulation of the
AND gate requires 2n binary test vectors. However, the ternary simulation,
which uses 0, 1 and X (where X is
“don’t care”), requires (n+1) test vectors
for the AND gate. Figure 4b shows the
vectors: n vectors with one input set to
0 and the remaining set to X, and one
vector with all inputs set to 1. Finally,
symbolic simulation requires only one
vector using n symbols (S1, S2, …, Sn ),
as Fig. 4c shows.
Researchers at IBM first introduced
symbolic simulation to reason about
properties of circuits described at the
RTL. With the advent of binary decision
diagrams (BDDs), the technique
became far more practical. Providing a
canonical representation for Boolean
functions, BDDs enable the implementation of an efficient event-driven logic
simulator operating over a symbolic
domain. By encoding a model’s finite
domain with Boolean encoding, it is
possible to symbolically simulate the
model using BDDs. Seger and Bryant’s
work on symbolic trajectory evaluation
(STE) helped to renew further interest
in symbolic execution.
STE differs from symbolic simulation
in that it provides a mathematically rigorous method for establishing that
properties (assertions) of the form
antecedent A ➨ consequent C hold. For
the test vector shown in Fig. 4c, the
antecedent is (I1 is s1, I2 is s2, …, In is sn)
from time 0 to 1, and the consequent is
(out is s1 & s2 & …sn ) from time 1 to 2.
Symbolic values specified by the
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antecedent are used to initialize the circuit’s state holders. A symbolic simulator then simulates the model, typically
for one or two clock cycles, while driving the inputs with symbolic values.
The simulator compares the resulting
values—which appear on selected internal nodes and primary outputs—with
the expected values expressed in the
consequent.
In general, the values could be functions over a finite set of variables. A trajectory is a sequence of states such that
each state has at least as much information as the next-state function applied
to the previous one. Intuitively, a trajectory is a state sequence constrained by
the system’s next-state function. A successful simulation of the assertion A➨ C

model). The assertion generator extracts
necessary assertions from the reference
model. If the implementation is correct,
these assertions should hold during
symbolic simulation of the RTL design.
Assertion A ➨ C holds if the weakest
antecedent trajectory that the implementation goes through during simulation (using A) is at least as strong as the
weakest sequence satisfying consequent
C. Informally, the outputs produced
during simulation (using A) should be
at least as strong as the expected outputs (given in C).
Consider a property-checking scenario for a memory management unit
(MMU) of a typical microprocessor. A
typical MMU consists of blocks such as
segment registers, translation look-aside
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ADL Specification

Fig. 2 Top-down validation flow
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establishes that any sequence of value
assignments to circuit nodes that is both
consistent with the circuit behavior and
consistent with antecedent A is also
consistent with consequent C.
STE can verify that an implementation satisfies its specification (reference

Different

buffers (TLBs) and block address translation (BAT) arrays. Each block in turn
consists of many subblocks. Each subblock is implemented using Static
Random Access Memory (SRAM).
Typical operations in SRAM are read and
write. Therefore, it is natural to verify the

Box B

assign out = (rdClk & rdEn) ? ram[rdAddr] : 32’b0
Read Property

always @ (wrClk or wrEn or dIn or wrAddr)
begin
if (wrClk & wrEn) ram[wrAddr] <= dIn;
end
Write Property
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read and write properties of each subblock (SRAM). The generated reference
model to verify each SRAM cell’s read
and write properties contains the Verilog
code segment shown in Box B.
To verify that the MMU implementation satisfies these properties, the
Versys2 symbolic simulator can be used
to perform property checking. Versys2
accepts two inputs: MMU implementation and properties (the reference
model). The simulator requires manual
specification of the state mappings
between the reference model and the
implementation. This involves mapping both latches and bit cells by
specifying their names. The assertion
generator in Versys2 automatically
generates the assertions from the reference model.
Versys2 symbolically simulates the
MMU implementation by using the
generated assertions to ensure that
the design satisfies the reference
model. Versys2 generates a counterexample if an assertion fails in the
RTL design. This counterexample is
used to modify the RTL design.

Design transformations can result in the
matching of fewer cones using the
name-based techniques, which slows
down performance. (It cannot preserve
all the names since parts of the design
are getting added/deleted/merged during design transformations.) Creating
compare rules can assist name-based
techniques, but determining and creating the rules can be time-consuming.
If the implementation differs drastically from the reference design, it is not
possible to write the design rules. In
such a scenario, the compare points can
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can cause a false-negative result, leading to a loss of valuable time spent
debugging designs that are actually
equivalent. The solution is to perform
additional setup to guide the tool for
the given designs.
Consider an equivalence-checking
scenario for the DLX processor. The
processor can be specified using ADL.
The reference model (the synthesizable
RTL description) of the DLX architecture can be generated from the ADL
specification. The generated reference
model can be used to verify a DLX
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Equivalence checking
This branch of static verification
uses formal techniques to prove
whether two versions of a design are
functionally equivalent. The equivalence checking flow has four stages:
reading, matching, verification and
debugging. Matching and verification
are the two stages that design transformations affect the most.
During the reading stage, the
equivalence-checking tool reads both
design versions, and then segments
them into manageable sections called
logic cones. Logic cones are groups
of logic bordered by registers, ports or
black boxes. Figure 5a shows the cones
for a typical design block. A logic
cone’s output border is the compare
point. For example, in Fig. 5a, OUT1 is
the compare point of Cone1.
In the matching phase, the tool tries
to match, or map, compare points from
the reference (golden) design to their
corresponding compare points within
the implementation design. Two types
of matching techniques are used: name
based (non-function) and function (signature analysis) based. Figure 5b shows
compare point matching for a typical
reference design and implementation.
For better performance, name-based
methods, which are more efficient,
should complete most of the matching.
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be matched manually for better performance or by using costly functionbased techniques. Either way, this
approach is impractical for designs with
many unmatched points.
The verification stage proves
whether each matched compare point is
either functionally equivalent or not.
Design transformations can affect a
logic cone’s structure in the implementation design. When logic cones are
very dissimilar, performance suffers. In
some cases, such as during retiming,
logic cones can change so significantly
that additional setup is necessary to
successfully verify the designs. The
debugging phase begins when the tool
has returned a nonequivalent result.
Unaccounted design transformations

Data-Transfer Edge
Pipeline Edge
Functional Unit
Storage

implementation such as the synthesizable 32-bit RISC DLX implementation
from <http://www.eda.org/rassp/vhdl/
models/processor.html>.
An equivalence checker, such as
Synopsys Formality, can be used to verify whether two designs are equivalent.
The tool reads both the reference
design and the implementation. It then
tries to match the compare points
between them. The unmatched compare points must be mapped manually.
The tool next tries to establish equivalence for each matched compare point.
When a failure occurs, the validation
team needs to analyze the failing compare points to verify whether they are
actual failures. The team can use the
feedback to perform additional setup
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through several changes due to various
requirements, such as area, cost, power
and performance. As a result, the final
implementation’s structure might not be
similar to that intended in the original
specification. An improved methodology is needed that would enable reference model generation and design validation without any knowledge of the
implementation details.

(in case of a false negative) or to modify the RTL design implementation.

Conclusions
There is no argument that validation
is one of the most important problems
in today's processor design methodology. A significant bottleneck in the validation of such systems is the lack of a
golden reference model. As a result,
many existing approaches employ a
bottom-up validation approach by using
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Fig. 5 Matching of compare points between reference design and implementation design

a combination of simulation techniques
and formal methods. This article presented a top-down validation methodology that complements the existing bottom-up techniques.
Specification-driven hardware generation and validation of design implementation using equivalence checking
has one limitation: the structure of the
generated hardware (reference) model
needs to be similar to that of the implementation. This requirement is primarily
due to the limitation of the equivalence
checkers available today. Equivalence
checking is not possible using these
tools if the reference and implementation designs are large and drastically
different.
In reality, the implementation goes
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